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The Metaphorical God

Ben Champion

The downsides of a literal concept of God are only too clear from modern and ancient history.
But does this mean that we should attempt to eliminate the notion of God from our thinking
entirely, and replace it with rationalism, as the New Atheists1 have advocated?

Introduction

Firstly, I should set out clearly what I mean by rationalism and how this differs from what
I call rationality. Rationality is an extension of reason, the human ability to think things
through. In common usage, reason is often equated with rationality. Here, however, I take
rationality to mean a reasoning process that

• follows definite and accepted rules

• reaches a definite and clear conclusion

In particular, reason is more general and need not adhere to these requirements. Idealised
rationality can be seen in presentations of mathematical theory.2

I need to clear up another possible confusion: the distinctions between actions that are

1. not rational = non-rational
2. ‘arational’
3. irrational

rational non-rational

arational

irrational

An irrational action is one that goes against rational thinking (but as N.N. Taleb points out
in [1], there is no commonly, rationally accepted version of ‘rationality’ !) In contrast, an action
which is not rational may also simply be independent of (or inaccessible to) rationality. In
this case, I will call the action arational. That is, whether or not it is a ‘rational’ action is
simply a wrong question. I’ve tried to make the distinction clear with the figure above.

Finally, then, rationalism is believing in rationality as the sole guiding principle.3

1inter alia Richard Dawkins and Chrisopher Hitchens. A quick and dirty introduction to the New Atheist
viewpoint is the debate [1]. See also [2] and [3].

2I hasten to add that mathematical discovery may involve creative, non-rational thought.
3Compare this with Popper’s terms ‘historicism’ and ‘scientism’ in The Poverty of Historicism.
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The Errors of the New Atheists

Now: into the heart of the matter. I agree with the New Atheists that many aspects of
religion in the particular are downright irrational, when interpreted literally. I contend that
the main faults of the New Atheists are essentially:

1. assuming that this weakens religion and a concept of God in general.

2. declaring certain general aspects of God, which are in fact arational, to be irrational.

3. declaring the whole of non-rational activity as a no-fly zone for ‘serious’ human thought.
That is, rationalism.

Why?

1. A literal interpretation of religion is held by the relatively few4 fundamentalists and
New Atheists. Thus, an attack on literal religion is of scant practical value as a means
to attacking religion as a whole. It may even result in radicalisation5.

2. God and religion are much richer issues than the New Atheists appear to be willing to
concede. There is a critical difference between a God or religion in general and a specific
God or religion (as conceived by, say, a fundamentalist or New Atheist).

3. Rationalism as presented by the New Atheists is dogmatic. For indeed, there is no
rational or even empirical ‘derivation’ of rationalism. This is no accident: rationalism is
a woefully incomplete view of the world. Unsurprisingly, the New Atheists commit the
first two flaws in trying to justify it. But rationalism is also intrinsically flawed. It is
inherently ex post facto; by focussing only that which is currently rationally understood6,
one misses out that which is not. And there is much, much more of the latter than of the
former. Science is about exploring the latter to increase the former; rationalism insists
that we remain within the former, or worse, map the latter before we have explored it.

When religion attempts to imitate science, the result (e.g. theology) is nauseating. When the
reverse happens (e.g. rationalism), it is a downright tragedy.

The Metaphorical God

The idea here is to explore how a literal, rationalistic view of God can be replaced.

In the following, I explain my personal approach. I used to be an atheist; to be specific, I
believed in the nonexistence of any sort of God. Recently, I realised that this was incredibly
arrogant claim. At first, I weakened to simply lacking belief in a God. But then I realised that
I was both wimping out and missing out. I have subsequently spent much time deconstructing
my own views. What emerges is a God and a religion which is in complete harmony with,
and in fact benefits, my scientific world-view.

4This is fortunate; unfortunately, they are disproportionately vocal.
5Perhaps it was extremist religion that led me towards atheism, and extremist atheism that led me back.
6Or worse, believed to be rationally understood!
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What then, you say, is God for you?

The short explanation is: God represents the not-yet-understood. While there have been
terrific advances in scientific disciplines since the start of civilisation, it is never a good idea
to forget one’s place in the universe. The entire corpus of human thought is only part of a
potentially much, much larger corpus of possible knowledge. We don’t even know exactly how
large this could be, since we have no idea about “unknown unknowns – the ones we don’t
know [that] we don’t know”7. However, historical precedent and common sense suggest that
it’s overwhelmingly incautious to assume that there aren’t any. One outcome of all this is that
the search for knowledge, including the unknown unknowns, can be expressed metaphorically
(and poetically) as a search for God.8

What then, is religion?

First of all, I start off by replacing belief with trust. “Religion is not about belief”, N.N.
Taleb explains: it’s about trust [1].9 Belief and faith are näıve concepts intimately linked to
the literalism of New Atheism and fundamentalism alike. Trust, on the other hand, is based
upon experience, scepticism and caution; it is about reading between the lines.

Trial-and-Error: How to Avoid Re-inventing the Wheel (or its Precursors)

I want a religion that has good (if not perfect) rules, rituals, and traditions10. Thus, I do not
insist on religion being immutable and infallible. At the same time, I do want a religion that
behaves well under the ‘noise’ of social change; it seems dangerous to change rules willy-nilly
in every new situation. Ideally, I’d like to take the best aspects of all religions, and reject
those parts which have failed. I found the key concept unifying these ideas in Popper [6]. In
that work, he introduces the trial-and-error view of the way scientific thought progresses.
I propose this as a way to describe religious progress.

Indeed one observes the fact that virtually no religion has not undergone change of one
kind or another. To select but one example, the Roman Catholic church no longer insists on
holding services in Latin. Trial-and-error is a large part of religion already, although one would
certainly be hard-pressed to find professional practitioners of religion putting it in those words.
This is part of why so many religions differ so much from the literal interpretations of their
holy books; the New Atheists miss this point entirely and follow the literal interpretations
rather than religion ‘on-the-ground’.

My personal religion especially embraces the ‘error’ part. Select cautious rules that will do
minimal harm in the worst case and maximal good otherwise, and there need be no shame at
being wrong; errors are just information.11

7Donald Rumsfeld [5]; he was rather unfairly criticised for this saying. Sadly, sayings that sound intelligent
are vastly different from those that are intelligent. And there is a political dimension.

8Quick check: if this is Dawkins’ “God of the gaps” [2] to you, then you may have missed the point.
9There is an interesting linguistic dimension here, too.

10Or to put it concisely, heuristics. I owe this idea to discussions at [4].
11This is based upon Taleb’s concept of antifragility.
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Conclusion

In summary, I have made the following points:

1. The common flaw shared by the fundamentalist and New Atheist viewpoints is a literal
view of God and religion.

2. This literal view fails to adequately capture the richness of religion.

3. In contrast, a metaphorical God combined with a trial-and-error view of religion appears
far more successful.

Everything else is careful definitions, explanations, examples, and personal experience. I hope
to provide a credible alternative to New Atheism that is in harmony both with science12 and
with religion as practised by most non-fundamentalists.

I will just point out in closing: I gain a lot more from texts mentioning God than I previously
would have as an atheist. I do not (and in fact cannot) interpret them literally, but God is a
very natural way for my very human, very idiosyncratic mind to frame things.

Thanks: I would like to thank all those who have helped me develop this article. You will
probably know who you are, apologies if I don’t. In some cases, neither of us will be aware;
this is a shame but I suppose it cannot be helped! And finally, thanks for reading.
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